
 

     The medieval society of that age was structured on three levels. According to 

the Bishop Adalberon de Laon (950 – 1030), the God’s House is divided into 

three parts: The prayers (oratores);The warriors (bellatores); The workers 

(laboratores).  

     This classification in three categories, without biblical substantiation, was 

performed by the bishops who wanted to consolidate the role of the clergymen 

and of the regality and gave the laymen a specific, non-spiritual part – for the 

defense or the work. Starting from here, the clergymen, under the command of 

the Pope, adjudged themselves the management of the entire Christianity and the 

laymen, without any spiritual autonomy, could only obey to the ecclesiastical 

authority and, particularly, the bellatores were obliged to put their “armed arm“ 

into the service of the church because for the oratores, the fight was forbidden. 

     Templar Knights achieved an unmatched social reversal, succeeding in 

intermingling the “three categories “ – oratores, bellatores and laboratores, 

creating a concept that we can also find in the Masonry: while the traditional 

monastic life has the unique purpose to save the own soul, they put their life in 

service of the other Christians. 

     By the Papal Bulla of 1139, the Order received numerous privileges, among 

which some of an historical importance in the subsequent development: the right 

of having own priests and chaplains, which meant the Templars’ removal from 

the religious jurisdiction of the clergy that could generate its dissatisfaction, as 

well as exemption from taxes, duties, tithes and the right of building fortresses 

and oratorios and to have own cemeteries. 

     These privileges were going to assure to the Order a spectacular development 

and premises of fortune and power in a first stage and to return, a little later, 

against it, when the dissatisfactions of the clergy and of the public powers would 

turn into charges, and the charges into attacks. This situation was also 

accentuated by the fact that, for the society of those times, the appearance and 

evolution of the Order represented a true revolution : the union in only one Order 

of the two elements considered antagonist until that time – the prayer and the 

war. 

     This “revolution” of the Templars destructures the organization until that time 

of the medieval society, merging into only one individual all the social status 

until that time: oratores, belatores and laboratores. It was a real revolution the 

acceptance by the Church of the idea of an order where the monks might wear 

weapons and could kill the enemy, without being considered a sin. Templar 

Knights were a new product: although they were considered both monks and 

knights, they were, as a matter of fact, neither clergymen nor which represented a 
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knight until that time. They were “brothers“, but obeying anti-ascetic rules, they 

were “knights“, but they behaved according to rules forbidding them the 

prerogatives of the western chivalry of that time: courage, spirit of adventure, as 

well as the pleasures of the game and love. Moreover, by the Order development 

and the appearance of multiple tasks, they were also competent architects and 

builders, but also bankers and innovators in the financial field. 

Judgment and condemnation of the Order  

     The events that shook France of the beginning of the century XIV arose from 

the tensions accumulated out of the power triangle, papacy, royalty and the 

Templar Order, despite of all the appearance of mutual appreciations and 

collaboration. These three poles of power were physically represented by 

Clement V, elected Pope after Boniface VIII, Philip IV the Fair, the 

authoritarian French King and Jaques de Molay, getting old literally and 

figuratively, at the command of the Order.  

     On Friday, October 13, 1307, the best organized policy action from all the 

times happens, when the royal senesals accompanied by armed troops came in all 

the French Templar Commanderies, with the order of arresting all Sir Knights 

and of confiscating all their goods and possessions, drawing up a detailed 

inventory with the people, animals and goods encountered. In Paris, Guillaume 

de Nogaret, in person, proceeds to the arrest of the Grand Master Jacques de 

Molay. The same day, Philip the Fair takes over the treasury and the much craved 

funds of the temple of Paris or, better said, only what had remained of them, the 

remaining being disappeared without trace. 

On April 3, 1312, by the Bulla Vox in Excelso, Clement V dissolves the 

Templar Order and decides that all its goods and properties should pass to the 

equity of the Hospitaller Order. We have to note that the Pope Clement abolishes 

the Order, without confirming the serious charges brought against it.  

On March 18, 1314, next to Notre Dame, according to the custom, the 

convicts were presented to the crowd to publicly recognize their guilt. In front of 

the crowd, Jacques de Molay, Geoffrey de Charney and two other Sir Knights 

denounced as untrue all the charges and, for the first time, behaving as a true 

commander, Jacques de Molay, Grand Master, proclaims the innocence of the 

Order. Finding out of this rebellion, king Philip, in an access of rage, decided to 

change the punishment from life prison to burning at the stake as heretics, which 

happened the same evening, together with other 37 great dignitaries of the Order. 

The thrill of courage in front of death of the last Grand Master made his 

threatening voice cross the centuries and creating the legend around the famous 

curse thrown on the King Philip and the Pope Clement, as well as the enigmas, 

secrets and revelations about the Templars that have been creating so far a 

fascination worthy of mythology. 

To be continued… 

 
   With brotherly love, 
      Stefan MANTEA 
Past Grand  Commander 
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